
Diagnostic Radiology: Patient Dosilnetry Equiplnent

D IAMENTOR� M4
D工AMENTOR� C2

DAP Meter DAP Meter
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Featlires

驗 Dual channel device fbr single plane and bi— plane

∏uoroscopic and radiographic X— ray units

鋪 Complies with the international standard IEC 60580

筑 Displays the selectable DAP units μGyln2, cGycm2,

Gycln2, Rcm2 and the exposure tilne

晞 Displays DAP rate during ∏uoroscopy, switches auto —

nlatically over to DAP after the exalnination

DIAMENTOR M4 is a state— of느the— art dose area product

Ineter. The dual channel device Hleasures the total diag—

nostic dose area product (DAP) during radiography and

且uoroscopy according to international regulations. 工ts

digital display shows simultaneously the readings flom

both channels. In addition, exposure tilne during 且110—

roscopy is Ineasured without the need of any connection

to an X— ray generator. The RS232 interf¸ ce enables the

user to transfdr data to a RIS.

orderlng Inforlnatlon

T11006 D工 AMENTOR M4 display unit, 11512Bo v

connecting systeln V

TVB 4028 - 1 DIAMENTOR chanlber, transparent

(adaptation rails required)

T11024 DIAMENTOR M4 display unit, 1151230 v

connecting systeln A

TA3 4028 - 1 D工 AMENTOR chamber, transparent

(adaptation rails required)

option

T11011 DIAMENTOR SD secondary display, backlit

▷ DIAMENTOR ChaΠ 1bers ραℓe BB

▷ DiaSof't Sof’tware ραℓe B4

▷ Label Printer ραℓe B4
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Featul˙ es

氈 Dual channel device connects two ion chambers

薨 Complies with the international standard 工EC 60580

懿 Built— in printer optionally available

The DIAMENTOR C2 is a Πlicroprocessor—  controlled meas—

uring systeΠ 1 with two separate IIleasuring channels,

enabling sinlultaneous Ineasurements with two chalnbers●

The system can also be used at two separate X— ray rooHls,

if these are operated floln one contro1 desk. Each channe1

can be reset separately and the rrleasured values of chan—

nel A and B can be printed alternatively. The Hleasuring

results of both channels can be shown simultaneously on

the digital display. Two diffdrent DIAMENTOR C2 ver—

sions, with and without an internal printel, are available.

The RS232 interfaces enable the user to transf는 r data to a

RIS.

ordering 工nformatlon

T11038A D工 AMENTOR C2 display unit

T11038AP DIAMENTOR C2 display unit with

built— in printer

T'A3 4028 - 1 D工AMENTOR chamber size B

(adaptation Iails required)

options

s020011 DiaSoft without dose option

s02000B DiaSoft software with dose option

s020007 DiaSoft software tlpgrade to dose option

▷ DIAMENTOR Chalnbers pα ℓe BB

〉 DiaSof’t Sof’ tware ραℓe B4
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